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Applicant Background  
and Capacity

Over fifty years ago, Foothills Art Center (FAC) started in Golden, Colorado, as a 

community art center and exhibition space for local artists. Today, we continue to be a 

unique and prominent community fixture - offering valuable cultural experiences, major 

art exhibitions, and outstanding educational programming for learners of all ages. Our 

mission, "Inspiring and engaging the community through arts, education, and a creative 

exchange of ideas," permeates everything we do: exhibitions, classes, and events.  

 

Exhibits and programs use art as a connector to foster creativity, creative problem 

solving, critical thinking, and thoughtful conversations. FAC builds goals and strategies 

through the lens of six essential practices: 

• building core alignment 

• empowering others 

• widening the circle and inviting others in 

• embracing 360 engagement 

• becoming critical 

• building trust through high performance 

 

Affordable and accessible programming is available on an ongoing basis. During 2019 

our total attendance increased by almost 40% over 2018, primarily through the growth 

of a new community-focused event, ARTSWEEK GOLDEN. All programming for this 7-

day arts event is free and available to all. Thanks to a generous donor, during 2020, 

Foothills Art Center is fortunate to offer free admission for the entire year. The majority 

of our visitors are from the community of Golden and the Denver Metro area.  

  

Foothills Art Center consists of a Board of Directors, six full-time and two part-time staff 

members, and many volunteers and members who recognize the arts' essential value. 

Leadership in the form of a new Executive Director in March 2016 led to a community-

focused shift in operations. Nearly every service area has experienced expansion since 

then, including exhibitions, education, outreach, classes, special events, and artists' 

offerings. In the process, we have experienced zero full-time staff turnover. 
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Foothills Art Center 
is founded

1968

Year our oldest 
building was erected

1871

Active Memberships

901
Weekly email 

distribution list

4563



Our historical buildings remain in excellent shape, and during the same time, we invested over $530k in our infrastructure. You can find a listing of these capital improvements on page 27. FAC's property includes 

two buildings on the National Register of Historic Places, with our oldest building erected in 1871. The experience of viewing art in a historic space garners Foothills Art Center the reputation of being one of the 

most unique and critically acclaimed art venues in the area.  

As our programmatic offerings grew, we quickly realized that we need additional facilities to fully realize our educational mission. FAC actively reaches out to new audiences to connect the community through 

art. From evening events, hands-on classes, issue-based programs, children's classes, and engaging exhibits - FAC is playing a critical role in stimulating creativity and developing vital communities. The arts are 

alive in Golden, and Foothills Art Center is a crucial and vibrant partner in this effort.  

  

Presently, we find ourselves in challenging times; however, we've formulated creative solutions to meet the challenge. As the realities of COVID-19 washed across our communities, Foothills Art Center got to 

work. In a week, we sprang into action to create online courses, online exhibitions and provide technical training for our senior patrons and artist educators. In the following days, we continued to support artists 

through employment and online interviews and donated unused art supplies from canceled youth courses to underserved youth and families. These new initiatives provide isolated individuals with social and 

emotional support, a reliable and recurring schedule, continued cash flow to artist-educators, and materials to support families most in need by engaging their students in creative pursuits. 

With continued investment from community partners, FAC will continue contributing to our community's cultural and artistic diversity for generations to come. 
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Historic Preservation  
and Interpretation

We believe that Astor House is more than a building of stone, wood, and mortar. Maintaining the integrity 

of the building is vital; however, we also believe in illuminating what the Astor House contributed to the 

City of Golden and, for a time, the Territorial Capitol of Colorado, a distinguished title during an 

enlightened yet uncertain time for the pioneers who called it home. 

At the height of their popularity, boarding houses like Astor House served as a refuge for more than a third 

of the American population. They became a refuge for the marginalized, served as social gathering spaces, 

and offered strangers the chance to build a community. The boarding house experience was universally 

relatable. We find that cultural institutions share many of the same traits today. 

People of all backgrounds find comfort and refuge in Golden's cultural institutions. We form relationships 

and bond over art and creativity at our many programs, classes, and events. Additionally, Foothills Art 

Center increasingly serves as a public forum for thoughtful debate where people with opposing viewpoints 

can learn from one another. 

One can imagine a time when Astor House was a bustling hive of social activity in Golden. People 

connected with strangers over the day's news and discussed the challenges and blessings of life. At the end 

of their long day, they shared meals and learned about each other's triumphs and tragedies. They formed 

communities of shared experiences. Foothills Art Center excels in creating the same sense of community. 

We will lend that expertise to reimagining how Astor House can serve the community through our 

programs, events, and passion for sharing the Arts. 

As for Astor House's physical attributes, we will retain its original architecture, including the historical 

integrity that makes the property unique to the history of Golden and the state of Colorado. The best use 

of the space requires us to modernize the interior and its utility as a public building. As part of our 

dedication to the Astor House, we will perform a thoughtful analysis to determine the most appropriate 

and feasible methods for maintaining the historic building structure. We will concurrently incorporate 

demonstrated practices that bring such structures up to code while keeping the "experience" of the space 

at the forefront of design. Experts will engage with us to consider architectural, engineering, and aesthetic 

designs that not only preserve the Astor House but serve to honor its rich heritage as a community asset 

for everyone.
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The first floor will strive to be as open as possible to allow for 

general community use. The catering/commercial kitchen will remain 

at the rear of the first floor. We will enhance public access by adding 

an elevator and larger, ADA-compliant restrooms on the eastern 

wall's exterior.  

The second floor will feature a recording studio at the rear with 

appropriate soundproofing. An open studio will inhabit the remaining 

space along with a single restroom and elevator access. The third 

floor will remain accessible by stairs only and will not be a public 

space.  

Significant changes are needed to activate the Astor Yard, such as 

removing the non-contributing wood frame addition off the House's 

back. Doing so brings the Yard "closer" to the activities inside and 

reconstructs a piece of the original structure's historic integrity. 

Questions remain about the future of the brick washhouse in the 

Yard, and we will seek guidance from the City before we make any 

potential alterations.  

Expanding into the Yard, we envision a small stage for performances 

with complementary landscaping allowing for events, outdoor 

classes, and casual public use to "recharge" in the heart of Golden. As 

we finalize plans, yet, before we break ground, FAC will engage 

experts to carefully monitor and help study any evidence of long-

gone structures that might have been located proximate to the 

House. A recent study conducted by the Colorado School of Mines 

and Metcalf Archaeology indicated a high probability of buried 

artifacts; thus, any actions taken will be delicately managed to 

preserve anything of significance for public interpretation and 

enjoyment. 

Those who specialize in historic preservation know that buildings 

that are not occupied are often not preserved. Historic spaces that 

lack community within their walls lose their relevancy. As a 

community, we are the stewards of our history, and Foothills Art 

Center is prepared and experienced in stewarding a historical and 

cultural landmark. 
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3
Designing visitor experiences and public use customarily takes a dedicated team several months to create. 

We base ultimate usage on community feedback, demonstrated need, prior experience, physical 

constraints, and budgets. This shortened proposal process does not afford us the ideal time to explore each 

of these areas thoroughly. However, we do have a great deal of knowledge that allows us to move forward.   

 

Community Feedback  

Our evaluations and visitor feedback at Foothills Art Center regularly demonstrate satisfaction and 

demand for high-quality arts programming. Specifically, we earn high praise for utilizing credentialed 

educators, creating community, and being accessible to numerous artists and art enthusiasts in a friendly 

non-pretentious environment.  

The Astor House Alliance (AHA) conducted multiple surveys this year that asked participants to "dream 

big" and "get real" when it comes to the future use of this iconic property. Total responses add up to 270 for 

both surveys. While not statistically valid, we put a lot of stock into the findings considering the 

committee's outreach efforts, transparency of the process, and individualized responses. The first survey 

indicated a substantial majority for the Astor House to have an arts focus, a museum focus, and/or a 

community use focus. Nearly 75% of respondents in the second survey indicated the same desires for 

usage. We feel confident that our proposal exceeds these requests.  

Demonstrated Need 

At Foothills Art Center, our most significant need is for accessible, programmatic classroom space. We have 

one classroom that is not ADA accessible, that gets used heavily. Classes, camps, meetings, events, studio 

sessions, etc. - these programs occur in one room at Foothills Art Center. At specific points of the year, we 

have to kick out artists to hold classes. In some cases, physically challenged patrons have to discontinue 

their visits because of the stairs. Education is one of our core functions, and we need more space to allow 

us to meet that mission adequately.  

Prior Experience 

At FAC, we know how to take care of old buildings. In the last four years, we've invested over $530k into 

our campus to upgrade the visitor experience and provide much-needed repairs. Older buildings provide a 

unique experience for our visitors. Our experience shows us that they want to encounter high-quality art 

exhibits and programming in a welcoming yet, low-pressure environment. Our non-pretentious approach 

allows us to open the door for everyone interested in creativity and the arts. We will carry this 

inclusiveness with us as we plan for an inviting Astor House experience. 

Proposed Use
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Physical Constraints  
We are Foothills ART Center. Art means encompasses so much more than paintings on the wall. Live music, cooking classes, sewing and textiles, video walls, large sculptural 
installations, giant murals, and more have graced the galleries at FAC over the past four years. The arts are bound only by the boxes you put them in. Astor House is a funky 
box, to say the least; however, it offers many opportunities for programming, and its central downtown location allows us to do things we would not think possible at our 
primary location.  

Budgets  
For over 50 years, we've provided Goldenites and beyond with quality community arts programming. We have a great network of individual donors, community partners, 
and sponsors who allow that work to continue year after year. We have several donors who have pledged significant funds to realize the Astor House project. Our capital 
campaign for Astor House will seek $2.5M. If we recognize $500k from DDA, then we can pair that with $500k that we have committed from private donors.  

We will design programming for Astor House to meet the specific needs of five visitor identity types.  

• Explorer - This is the typical arts/cultural visitor who likes to experience and learn something new.  
• Experience Seeker - Often labeled as tourists, these visitors want to see an iconic place or item, checking it off their list of things they've done while in town.  
• Facilitator/Educator - This person visits for the benefit of another person's experience, such as a mother with a child or a local resident with visitors from out of town.  
• Professional / Hobbyist - This visitor has excellent knowledge of a topic and wants to see what the organization has or knows.  
• Recharger - This is someone seeking a place of beauty, quiet, or inspiration to refresh, often in a relaxing manner, and generally not linked to information gain.  

In addition to these visitor types, we consider multiple audience types and create activities to match their learning style. Here is how that would work in the context of Astor 
House: 
  

• As an Explorer, Bill loves museums and learning something new. He visits the Astor House to see a contemporary art exhibition that pays homage to Golden's mining 
past to encounter a new perspective. The labels contain novel facts about working conditions in the mines. Printed are suggested questions designed to create 
dialogue and debate for visitors. Bill's sons are with him, and he includes them in the discussion during their visit. (Necessary elements: knowledgeable information, 
family-friendly content, empowering engagement) 

• Casey's in-laws are in town for the day, and they want to hit the highlights of Golden. After coffee at the Windy Saddle and some shopping, they head to the Coors 
Tour and then to Astor House. Casey's been to all of these places in Golden a million times. It's fun for folks who visit, but he is usually super bored. This is not the case 
at the Astor House because there is always something new to see and experience because of the changing exhibits and constant activity. Casey points out the 
importance of Astor House and then explores on his own while his inlaws try the augmented reality tour on their phones. Casey wraps up early. While waiting for his 
family to finish up, he finds a comfy chair upstairs and checks his email while watching a group of artists working on their paintings. In this example, Casey is 
the Facilitator/Educator, and his parents are the Experience Seekers. (Necessary Elements: easy access, low barriers to experience, ample seating and wifi)  

• In the Professional/Hobbyist  category, we have Paul - a self-described historian who loves local history. He discovered something new about Astor House that 
substantially adds to the interpretive elements on display. Paul confers with FAC staff about the inclusion of this story in the interpretive materials and assists with 
their creation. (Necessary Elements: easy access to staff, welcoming atmosphere, collaborative nature) 

• Laura's typical day includes public meetings, listening to feedback, and creating effective policies to better the community. It's 3 pm, and she finds herself near Astor 
House. The backyard is a tranquil oasis in the middle of downtown where she can escape for a few minutes between meetings. As she relaxes on a bench under a 
shade tree, she examines a sculpture that reminds her of her childhood while listening to water's gentle dappling from the fountain. Some of the stresses from her day 
start to melt away after a few minutes of contemplation. After answering a few emails, she zips off to her next meeting, feeling refreshed. Laura is the Recharger in 
this example. (Necessary Elements: comfort, easy access, contemplative art)
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First Floor and Yard 

We intend for the First Floor and Yard to attract the widest variety and number of visitors. 

During operating hours, on the First Floor, visitors will encounter: 

• Rotating art exhibitions on the interior of the exterior walls, that feature mostly local and 

regional artists and shows 

• Interpretive elements that depict the history of Astor House throughout the interior 

and exterior 

• A small retail section that features goods from local artists near the entrance 

• A video wall that can be used for multiple uses, including video installations, 

announcements, and interpretation 

• An augmented reality experience that visitors can use to explore the Astor House and 

nearby businesses and cultural sites 

• At the heart of the first floor will be an interactive art-making studio with rotating 

projects designed to flex the creative muscles of visitors of all ages 

• For the Yard, we envision being open to the public for most of our operating hours as a 

place of refuge in a sea of concrete and asphalt - a small stage at the north end provides 

a platform for programming and live events 

• Best of all, general admission is free  

 

During non-public hours, we'll use the space for scheduled, public programming to include:  

• Spoken word and poetry readings  

• Lectures, community forums, and demonstrations 

• Healing art experiences 

• Community gatherings, special events, and activations during ARTSWEEK GOLDEN  

• Our kitchen will serve as the backdrop for cooking classes as a spotlight on culinary arts, 

and caterers will enjoy using the kitchen for on-site events. 
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Foothills Art Center will partner with 

Metcalf Archaeology and Factor 

Earth to create 

augmented reality (AR) experiences 

for patrons to explore Astor House 

and Golden. Artists can 

use AR to design immersive works of 

art while also expanding their 

audience over the free, 

publicly accessible platform.
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Second Floor  

Recording Studio - In working with FAC's musical acts, we've discovered musicians' need to 

record their music. At the same time, COVID taught us in short order that we need a 

dedicated space to record artist's interviews, general programming, and class content - both 

live and pre-recorded. We envision a small recording studio to fulfill these needs and serve as 

the control room for the rest of the property to facilitate recording or live-streaming events in 

the Yard, cooking classes in the kitchen, or an art demonstration on the main floor. The 

Recording Studio will also attract teens and young adults who are increasingly in need of 

learning media production skills.  

Open Studio will reside in the remainder of the second floor and is an exceptional environment 

for artists from all walks of life. Their abilities range from amateur to professional, and 

everyone is welcome. They represent a wide variety of media: oil, acrylic, encaustic, mixed 

media, watercolor, pencil, pastel, photography, sculpture, and jewelry. If you're looking for 

motivation or need new ideas, you'll find it. Not only do they have supportive critiques, but it's 

also full of friendship, laughter, and a place for those to share in their love of the arts.   

 

Life as a working artist lacks fundamental elements, such as finding encouragement, 

motivation, support, critique, and mostly camaraderie and synergy. All of which are necessary 

for personal and professional growth. Open Studio is a shared workspace that enables artists 

to create across many artistic platforms and disciplines around other creatives offering these 

fundamental aspects needed as an artist. Anybody can easily access Open Studio membership. 

There is no artistic level of proficiency required.   

The Second Floor serves as a dedicated programming space. However, we will design it so that 

the dividing walls will be glassed in. During public hours, visitors can venture upstairs to view 

artists and musicians in action.  

Third Floor 

It may be cost-prohibitive to allow the third floor to be ADA accessible for public use. Instead, 

we will utilize these spaces for FAC staff offices and/or storage for the facility.  

Other Uses 

At FAC, we occasionally rent our venue for private use during non-public hours to subsidize 

public programming efforts. Private rentals will assist in subsidizing free admission and 

programming for our community.  

Fellow nonprofits that need meeting space will find a friend in Foothills Art Center. We happily 

partner with our nonprofit friends now, and that won't change in the future. 9 13 



Public Benefit4

First and foremost, community access and use are the bedrock of this proposal. 

Each element provides the opportunity not only for Colorado creatives to bring 

their talents to the community but for the community to envision themselves as 

collaborators and stewards of this historic building. These public benefits invite the 

community to support our local economy, honor our history, and create an 

environment of collaboration, education, and hospitality.  

Our Communities Need Art 

Putting art at the heart of a community enhances our lives by stirring hard-to-

articulate feelings and inspiring us to look beyond what we believe to be possible 

and imagine a more vibrant, exciting future. It also reminds us that we're all 

creative beings. Whether we're making art or music, telling stories, or cathartically 

sharing in an experience, we're all connected.   

Creative thinkers and makers provide their communities with joy, interaction, and 

inspiration. Still, they also give thoughtful critique to our political, economic, and 

social systems - pushing communities to engage thoughtfully and make steps 

toward social progress.  

Foothills Art Center uses art as a conduit to encourage civil dialogue and debate 

about the world in which we live. In the past four years, we've created and 

facilitated community conversations around mental health and suicide awareness, 

housing inequality, the rise of artificial intelligence, and feminine stereotypes. Just 

last week, we hosted a community forum on binary decision making in the context 

of racism, wealth inequality, and gender norms.  

Of course, we also display a healthy dose of art, of which its intrinsic qualities have 

no social meaning. Our success and broad appeal attract all types. We open the 

door wide and allow everyone to experience art in their way, on their terms. 
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FAC’s annual  
economic impact

$1.2M

Exhibits Annually

12
Record for exhibit 

opening night 
attendance

465

Community 
Partnerships in 

2019-2020

Over 36



The Arts are an Economic Driver 

The revitalization of the Astor House 

will inject additional economic 

activation into Golden as our offerings 

drive visitation. A recent Colorado 

Business Committee of the Arts 

r e p o r t f o u n d t h a t a c u l t u r a l 

participant spends $22.50 on non-

ticket items per arts experience on 

average. This means that Foothills Art 

Center's estimated local economic 

impact is over $1.2 million annually.  

 

As an organization, we are continually 

looking for new and innovative ways 

t o p a r t n e r w i t h o u r b u s i n e s s 

community members to build win-win 

partnerships. This symbiotic approach 

to building mutually beneficial 

opportunities supports the economy 

of Golden businesses and encourages 

each dollar spent to stay within the 

community longer. This proposal 

c o n s i d e r s a r e a b u s i n e s s e s , 

intentionally acknowledging their 

needs and community value. No part 

of our business plan competes in any 

significant way with the downtown 

business community. We intend to 

complement, not compete, so that we 

may enhance support for the business 

community directly.  

 

We have always believed that when 

Golden wins, FAC wins. When our 

restaurants and shops are thriving, it 

benefits us all.  
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Our record for a single event 

during ARTSWEEK GOLDEN 

that is not the actual 

festival.

226
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Lease Terms5
Foothills Art Center seeks to engage with the City of Golden to form a public/private partnership 

(PPP) regarding Astor House. Such a model between a private nonprofit and a municipality can take 

many forms, and regional models of PPP's are plentiful. However, at their heart, each entity relies 

on its partner's strengths to reach mutually beneficial goals.  

The City of Golden and Foothills Art Center are no strangers to partnering with one another. We 

have a history of strong collaborations with Visit Golden, Downtown Development Authority, 

Public Art Commission, and our friends at the Golden History Museum. We are currently 

partnering with the Public Art Commission to begin work on an ambitious Arts Master Plan for the 

City of Golden to identify gaps and growth opportunities through public art and arts offerings in 

Golden. Furthermore, Foothills Art Center is supported by the Downtown Development Authority 

as a Community Partner.  

The limited nature of this proposal prevents us from offering a detailed scenario for a PPP. 

However, working relationships are well established. A history of successful projects points to great 

potential for working together on favorable lease terms for both entities that ultimately benefit 

Golden's citizenry.  

FAC does seek a long-term lease of at least 30 years. Excess revenues will be reinvested back into 

the nonprofit. FAC is amenable to negotiating a friendly lease agreement with consideration to our 

tremendous public benefit and positive economic impact. As a public nonprofit we voluntarily self 

audit with a third party annually. These records are publicly available. 

17 



Budget & Funding Sources6
Our greatest need at Foothills Art Center is for accessible space for our educational programming and classes. For Astor House, we are not creating a brand new entity. Instead, we are adapting our operations as an extension of Foothills 

Art Center that offers programs and opportunities that we cannot provide efficiently at our primary location - namely, accessible, widely available programming.   Below you will find a preliminary outline for a 5-year budget along with 

explanations. 

18 



Budget Discussion 

Gross Square Footage to Visitation Ratio & Attendance Projections 

Museum visitation is typically a one-to-one ratio to the gross square footage of the building. However, due to the Astor 

House's prominent downtown Golden location and free general admission, annual visits may top 10,000. At 10,000 visitors, 

the first-year estimates are slightly under three times the remodeled facility's gross square footage. We anticipate that 

visitation may decrease by 30% in the second year, as the "new" factor wears off. However, as more people are aware of the 

Astor House offerings, visitation will likely increase. 

Revenue Projections - Contributed Revenue 

New cultural institutions typically experience a first-year revenue bump, then a small decline in year two, followed by a 

gradual build. Below you will find revenue projections for the first five years. Predictions for contributed revenues include 

$15,000 in grants and sponsorships in the first year, followed by a drop and a gradual increase to $15,000 annually. FAC 

currently receives annual SCFD funding, and we anticipate that an increase in a capacity directly related to the Astor House 

will create at least $130k of additional spending. This results in an addition from SCFD estimated to begin at $15,000 in year 

one and increasing to $19,000 in annual revenue by year five. We also foresee an increase in FAC memberships directly 

related to the additional educational programming available at the Astor House. 

Revenue Projections - Earned Revenue 

Earned revenue consists of art and retail sales, special events, class tuition, and facility rentals. Foothills Art Center currently 

offers adult and youth education classes, and we expect additional revenue by extending class offerings at Astor House. The 

facility's prime location allows for rentals of both outdoor and indoor space for private events. We expect growth in tuition 

and rental revenue over five years as Astor House gains popularity.   

Endowment Interest & Dividends 

To ensure the long term care of Astor House, we will create a Maintenance Endowment as part of our Capital Campaign. Our 

goal is to seed the account with $500k. Dividends and interest revenues related to the endowment will earn around 4% 

annually. In the first two years, we will utilize 50% of the endowment revenue for operations and re-invest the remainder. In 

year three, we will retain 40%. Year four will see 30% towards operations, and in the fifth year, we will keep 15%. In the sixth 

year, we will cease the transfer of earnings into operations, as 100% of revenues will now be re-invested every year until the 

endowment reaches a balance of $1M - an amount we feel is substantial enough to support maintenance and emergency 

repairs.  

 

Expenses 

FAC will operate the Astor House with a full-time site manager. Personnel costs also include after-hours rental event 

staffing. Education expenses include payments to teachers for instruction and related classroom supplies. General operating 

expenses are related to internet service, credit card fees, memberships, equipment repairs, and necessary cleaning and 

office supplies. Building specific costs include repairs and maintenance, insurance, and utilities. 19 



Number of student deaths at Golden 
High School since our partnership 

that included a  900 ft long mural on 
Washington Avenue and multiple 

programs centered around mental 
health and suicide prevention. See 

the documentary at 
www.foothillsartcenter.org/mural
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221
DAY

Construction Begins

01

Total Capital 
Improvement Budget

$2M
Maintenance 
Endowment

$500K
+ Total Initial  

Investment

$2.5M
= CURRENT SECURED  

FUNDING

$1M
- Remaining Capital 

Campaign

$1.5M
=Initial Build Out

Proposed Schedule7 We will budget a total of $2.5M for the Astor House. Below is a breakdown of a preliminary budget and schedule.  

DAY

21
DAY

500
DAY

58
DAY

180
DAY

586
DAY

Keys in hand.  

Kickoff of public 

input process 

and the creation 

of a Heritage 

Management 

Plan to guide the 

construction 

process. 

Form Astor House Capital 

Campaign Committee to oversee 

fundraising efforts and Astor 

House Advisory Committee to 

oversee programmatic design.

Public community 

forums begin for the 

purpose of evaluating 

and testing 

programmatic ideas. 

Marketing for 

the  Astor 

House begins.Content, layout, and 

work plan is finalized. 

Astor House is once 

again open to the 

public.

21 

12
DAY

Engage with an architect 

experienced in Historic 

Preservation as well as a CM/GC 

(Construction Manager / General 

Contractor) and Owners Rep to 

ensure that the architect and 

contractor are working together 

from the start to improve design 

quality, control costs, and optimize 

the construction schedule, while 

remaining nimble in this uncertain 

time of a construction boom during 

a pandemic.



YOU MADE IT! 

809 15th Street 
Golden, CO 80401

Address

303-279-3922 

Phone

info@foothillsartcenter.org

Email
www.foothillsartcenter.org

Website

Yes, it was long, but we hope it held your attention and made the best 
case possible for why the Astor House would be in excellent hands under 
the leadership of Foothills Art Center. 

This is the end of the proposal, well, sort of 
….the Appendix is next. 
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Images Used 

There are 57 images used in this proposal. Only five are stock photos and these are denoted with a border. 

Otherwise, all images are from FAC related events from 2017 to present. Page 8 is excluded from this count.
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We Thought You Might Find this Interesting

Partners  

Over the past two years we’ve partners with over 36 community partners. We are proud of our collaborative 

nature and enjoy working with our friends to advance the arts in Golden and beyond. 

ARTSWEEK GOLDEN 

On page 17 is an image from the 2019 Foothills Fine Arts Festival. This event 

is part of ARTSWEEK GOLDEN. In our first year we attracted around 1,900 

people to this event. In 2019 we counted nearly 12,000. We projected 

20,000 in 2020 but unfortunately had to cancel for COVID.  

Abejas Restaurant, Cafe 13, and Colorado Plus 49 all broke one-day sales 

records for this event. We purposely did not employ the use of food trucks or 

food vendors and instead pointed people to our Downtown businesses and 

shops. 



Foothills Art Center Team

Hassan Najjar* 
Executive Director

Cecile Forsberg* 
Development Director

Maura McInerney* 
Curator of Education

Eriq Hochuli 
Curator

Sherry McEachran* 
Finance Director

Anna Schoen 
Marketing Manager

Jamie Sheridan 
President

Rick Souders* 
Vice President

Melanie Smith 
Secretary

Bill Deeley 
Treasurer

Bob Dolian 
At-Large

Vivienne Douglas Chris Herald Deborah Deal 

Board of Trustees

Full-Time Staff
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We want to extend a special "THANK YOU" to the Astor/FAC Proposal Committee for lending their time, talent, and expertise in the creation of this proposal.

Astor/FAC Proposal Committee

Nathan Boyless (Metcalf Archaeology), Cecile Forsberg (FAC), Deborah Greene (FAC Member and Supporter), Wes Hughes (GLDN), Sherry McEachran (FAC), Maura McInerney (FAC), Hassan Najjar (FAC), 

Nikki Nienhuis (Artist and Chair of Open Studio), Gabe Rovick (F4D Studios), Angela Schwab (Architect), Steve Silk (Happel Construction), and Rick Souders (FAC Board)



Hassan Najjar, Executive Director - hassan@foothillsartcenter.org 

Hassan is a museum professional with 16 years of experience, he’s utilized 

mission-focused thinking and community input to create memorable museum 

experiences for learners of all ages.  As a lover of the arts, he strives to ensure 

that the arts are appreciated, valued, and used to help people think critically 

about the world they live in.  As an art administrator, he looks for ways to 

grow sustainably and responsibly while also serving the needs of the 

community.  Najjar holds a BA in History from Winthrop University and 

Postgraduate Diploma in Interpretive Studies from the University of 

Leicester (UK).
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Maura McInerney, Curator of Education - maura@foothillsartcenter.org  

Maura leads and curates educational experiences for Foothills Art Center. 

She is responsible for hosting tours, adult classes, in-gallery educational 

experiences, outreach, and working with emerging artists in the youth 

programs. She holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Western State University 

of Colorado and a Master of Arts from F.I.T., a State University of New York.  

She is a non-profit leader with nearly 10 years of experience and has 

presented her program models at regional and national conferences. 

Sherry McEachran, Finance Director - sherry@foothillsartcenter.org  

Sherry is a financial and administrative professional with experience in small 

business ownership, large corporations, and local government. Sherry 

graduated from the University of Colorado at Denver with a Master of Arts 

Degree in Curriculum & Instruction and from Indiana University with a 

Bachelor of Science in Accounting. She is a longtime resident of the Golden 

Community Sherry served on the Board of Directors of the Jefferson 

Symphony Association and volunteered as an officer and project coordinator 

with Golden’s elementary, middle and high school PTA’s.

Cecile Forsberg, Development Director - cecile@foothillsartcenter.org 

Cecile is a graduate of Florida State and Drake Universities with degrees in 

Non-Profit Arts Administration and Music Performance/Business, for the last 

11 years Cecile has used the arts to foster a sense of community, through 

creative programs that deepen relationships and address organizational 

needs. Outside of work Cecile can often be found exploring the outdoors, 

working on an art or craft project, and spending time with her partner Neal 

and their dog, Tellie.

Eriq Hochuli, Curator - eriq@foothillsartcenter.org  

Eriq earned his undergraduate degree from the University of Albany in New 

York. He continued his education in the capital region, completing a master’s 

program in visual arts education and working as a student-teacher in 

surrounding cities to complete his New York State certification.  

Eriq has been the Curator at Foothills Art Center for four years bringing a 

remarkably diverse array of exhibitions and experiences for the community. 

Anna Schoen, Marketing Manager - anna@foothillsartcenter.org 

Anna graduated from Lake Forest College in Illinois, with a degree in Art 

History and Communications.  Anna has six years of experience working in 

arts and non-profits, such as Judy Chicago’s Through the Flower and The 

Field Museum. Anna joined FAC as a social media and education intern and 

was quickly transitioned to be the marketing manager. She is the point of 

contact for all things marketing, social media, and graphic design.

FAC Staff Biographies

mailto:eriq@foothillsartcenter.org
mailto:eriq@foothillsartcenter.org


Main Building  

• Refurbished staff kitchen and replaced kitchen faucets  

• New floor outlets in main gallery  

• Added ADA compliant double doors  

• Reconfigured front desk to make ADA compliant 
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Unger House 

• Removed non-historical addition of Unger House that was loaded with asbestos 

and lead 

• New flooring throughout building  

• Refinished all wood trim 

• Newly painted interior walls 

• Repaired ballisters on deck 

• New back door  

• Replaced rotted wood trim   

• Replaced sewer line from house to street

Grounds 

• Trimmed, thinned, and removed overgrown trees  

• Replaced all non-conforming sidewalks and paths to make them ADA compliant 

• New courtyard, stage, and landscaping  

• New irrigation system in courtyard  

• New grading in courtyard to fix drainage issue 

• New concrete base and anchor system for St. Anthony sculpture  

• New toilet seals, flanges, and hardware for all toilets 

Petersen Classroom  

• New hardwood plank flooring  

• Replaced attic ventilation system  

• Removed and replaced all interior lighting fixtures and several outlets 

Campus-Wide 

• Replaced internet wiring and installed new network components  

• Replaced roofs on all buildings 

• Replaced gutters on all buildings  

• New exterior paint on all buildings 

FAC Building Improvements Since 2016
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	Applicant Background  
	and Capacity
	Figure
	Over fifty years ago, Foothills Art Center (FAC) started in Golden, Colorado, as a community art center and exhibition space for local artists. Today, we continue to be a unique and prominent community fixture - offering valuable cultural experiences, major art exhibitions, and outstanding educational programming for learners of all ages. Our mission, "Inspiring and engaging the community through arts, education, and a creative exchange of ideas," permeates everything we do: exhibitions, classes, and events
	 Exhibits and programs use art as a connector to foster creativity, creative problem solving, critical thinking, and thoughtful conversations. FAC builds goals and strategies through the lens of six essential practices: 
	•building core alignment 
	•empowering others 
	•widening the circle and inviting others in 
	•embracing 360 engagement 
	•becoming critical 
	•building trust through high performance 
	 Affordable and accessible programming is available on an ongoing basis. During 2019 our total attendance increased by almost 40% over 2018, primarily through the growth of a new community-focused event, ARTSWEEK GOLDEN. All programming for this 7-day arts event is free and available to all. Thanks to a generous donor, during 2020, Foothills Art Center is fortunate to offer free admission for the entire year. The majority of our visitors are from the community of Golden and the Denver Metro area.  
	  
	Foothills Art Center consists of a Board of Directors, six full-time and two part-time staff members, and many volunteers and members who recognize the arts' essential value. Leadership in the form of a new Executive Director in March 2016 led to a community-focused shift in operations. Nearly every service area has experienced expansion since then, including exhibitions, education, outreach, classes, special events, and artists' offerings. In the process, we have experienced zero full-time staff turnover. 
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	1
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
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	Figure
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	Foothills Art Center 
	is founded
	Figure
	1968
	Figure
	Year our oldest building was erected
	Figure
	1871
	Figure
	Active Memberships
	Figure
	901
	Figure
	Weekly email distribution list
	Figure
	4563
	Figure
	Figure
	Our historical buildings remain in excellent shape, and during the same time, we invested over $530k in our infrastructure. You can find a listing of these capital improvements on page 27. FAC's property includes two buildings on the National Register of Historic Places, with our oldest building erected in 1871. The experience of viewing art in a historic space garners Foothills Art Center the reputation of being one of the most unique and critically acclaimed art venues in the area.  
	As our programmatic offerings grew, we quickly realized that we need additional facilities to fully realize our educational mission. FAC actively reaches out to new audiences to connect the community through art. From evening events, hands-on classes, issue-based programs, children's classes, and engaging exhibits - FAC is playing a critical role in stimulating creativity and developing vital communities. The arts are alive in Golden, and Foothills Art Center is a crucial and vibrant partner in this effort.
	  
	Presently, we find ourselves in challenging times; however, we've formulated creative solutions to meet the challenge. As the realities of COVID-19 washed across our communities, Foothills Art Center got to work. In a week, we sprang into action to create online courses, online exhibitions and provide technical training for our senior patrons and artist educators. In the following days, we continued to support artists through employment and online interviews and donated unused art supplies from canceled you
	With continued investment from community partners, FAC will continue contributing to our community's cultural and artistic diversity for generations to come. 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	5 
	Figure
	Figure
	Historic Preservation  
	and Interpretation
	Figure
	We believe that Astor House is more than a building of stone, wood, and mortar. Maintaining the integrity of the building is vital; however, we also believe in illuminating what the Astor House contributed to the City of Golden and, for a time, the Territorial Capitol of Colorado, a distinguished title during an enlightened yet uncertain time for the pioneers who called it home. 
	At the height of their popularity, boarding houses like Astor House served as a refuge for more than a third of the American population. They became a refuge for the marginalized, served as social gathering spaces, and offered strangers the chance to build a community. The boarding house experience was universally relatable. We find that cultural institutions share many of the same traits today. 
	People of all backgrounds find comfort and refuge in Golden's cultural institutions. We form relationships and bond over art and creativity at our many programs, classes, and events. Additionally, Foothills Art Center increasingly serves as a public forum for thoughtful debate where people with opposing viewpoints can learn from one another. 
	One can imagine a time when Astor House was a bustling hive of social activity in Golden. People connected with strangers over the day's news and discussed the challenges and blessings of life. At the end of their long day, they shared meals and learned about each other's triumphs and tragedies. They formed communities of shared experiences. Foothills Art Center excels in creating the same sense of community. We will lend that expertise to reimagining how Astor House can serve the community through our prog
	As for Astor House's physical attributes, we will retain its original architecture, including the historical integrity that makes the property unique to the history of Golden and the state of Colorado. The best use of the space requires us to modernize the interior and its utility as a public building. As part of our dedication to the Astor House, we will perform a thoughtful analysis to determine the most appropriate and feasible methods for maintaining the historic building structure. We will concurrently
	Figure
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	The first floor will strive to be as open as possible to allow for general community use. The catering/commercial kitchen will remain at the rear of the first floor. We will enhance public access by adding an elevator and larger, ADA-compliant restrooms on the eastern wall's exterior.  
	The second floor will feature a recording studio at the rear with appropriate soundproofing. An open studio will inhabit the remaining space along with a single restroom and elevator access. The third floor will remain accessible by stairs only and will not be a public space.  
	Significant changes are needed to activate the Astor Yard, such as removing the non-contributing wood frame addition off the House's back. Doing so brings the Yard "closer" to the activities inside and reconstructs a piece of the original structure's historic integrity. Questions remain about the future of the brick washhouse in the Yard, and we will seek guidance from the City before we make any potential alterations.  
	Expanding into the Yard, we envision a small stage for performances with complementary landscaping allowing for events, outdoor classes, and casual public use to "recharge" in the heart of Golden. As we finalize plans, yet, before we break ground, FAC will engage experts to carefully monitor and help study any evidence of long-gone structures that might have been located proximate to the House. A recent study conducted by the Colorado School of Mines and Metcalf Archaeology indicated a high probability of b
	Those who specialize in historic preservation know that buildings that are not occupied are often not preserved. Historic spaces that lack community within their walls lose their relevancy. As a community, we are the stewards of our history, and Foothills Art Center is prepared and experienced in stewarding a historical and cultural landmark. 
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	Figure
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	3
	Figure
	Designing visitor experiences and public use customarily takes a dedicated team several months to create. We base ultimate usage on community feedback, demonstrated need, prior experience, physical constraints, and budgets. This shortened proposal process does not afford us the ideal time to explore each of these areas thoroughly. However, we do have a great deal of knowledge that allows us to move forward.   
	 Community Feedback  
	Our evaluations and visitor feedback at Foothills Art Center regularly demonstrate satisfaction and demand for high-quality arts programming. Specifically, we earn high praise for utilizing credentialed educators, creating community, and being accessible to numerous artists and art enthusiasts in a friendly non-pretentious environment.  
	The Astor House Alliance (AHA) conducted multiple surveys this year that asked participants to "dream big" and "get real" when it comes to the future use of this iconic property. Total responses add up to 270 for both surveys. While not statistically valid, we put a lot of stock into the findings considering the committee's outreach efforts, transparency of the process, and individualized responses. The first survey indicated a substantial majority for the Astor House to have an arts focus, a museum focus, 
	Demonstrated Need 
	At Foothills Art Center, our most significant need is for accessible, programmatic classroom space. We have one classroom that is not ADA accessible, that gets used heavily. Classes, camps, meetings, events, studio sessions, etc. - these programs occur in one room at Foothills Art Center. At specific points of the year, we have to kick out artists to hold classes. In some cases, physically challenged patrons have to discontinue their visits because of the stairs. Education is one of our core functions, and 
	Prior Experience 
	At FAC, we know how to take care of old buildings. In the last four years, we've invested over $530k into our campus to upgrade the visitor experience and provide much-needed repairs. Older buildings provide a unique experience for our visitors. Our experience shows us that they want to encounter high-quality art exhibits and programming in a welcoming yet, low-pressure environment. Our non-pretentious approach allows us to open the door for everyone interested in creativity and the arts. We will carry this
	Figure
	Figure
	Proposed Use
	Figure
	Figure
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	Figure
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	Figure
	Physical Constraints  
	We are Foothills ART Center. Art means encompasses so much more than paintings on the wall. Live music, cooking classes, sewing and textiles, video walls, large sculptural installations, giant murals, and more have graced the galleries at FAC over the past four years. The arts are bound only by the boxes you put them in. Astor House is a funky box, to say the least; however, it offers many opportunities for programming, and its central downtown location allows us to do things we would not think possible at 
	Budgets  
	For over 50 years, we've provided Goldenites and beyond with quality community arts programming. We have a great network of individual donors, community partners, and sponsors who allow that work to continue year after year. We have several donors who have pledged significant funds to realize the Astor House project. Our capital campaign for Astor House will seek $2.5M. If we recognize $500k from DDA, then we can pair that with $500k that we have committed from private donors.  
	We will design programming for Astor House to meet the specific needs of five visitor identity types.  
	•Explorer - This is the typical arts/cultural visitor who likes to experience and learn something new.  
	•Experience Seeker - Often labeled as tourists, these visitors want to see an iconic place or item, checking it off their list of things they've done while in town.  
	•Facilitator/Educator - This person visits for the benefit of another person's experience, such as a mother with a child or a local resident with visitors from out of town.  
	•Professional / Hobbyist - This visitor has excellent knowledge of a topic and wants to see what the organization has or knows.  
	•Recharger - This is someone seeking a place of beauty, quiet, or inspiration to refresh, often in a relaxing manner, and generally not linked to information gain.  
	In addition to these visitor types, we consider multiple audience types and create activities to match their learning style. Here is how that would work in the context of Astor House: 
	  
	•As an Explorer, Bill loves museums and learning something new. He visits the Astor House to see a contemporary art exhibition that pays homage to Golden's mining past to encounter a new perspective. The labels contain novel facts about working conditions in the mines. Printed are suggested questions designed to create dialogue and debate for visitors. Bill's sons are with him, and he includes them in the discussion during their visit. (Necessary elements: knowledgeable information, family-friendly content,
	•Casey's in-laws are in town for the day, and they want to hit the highlights of Golden. After coffee at the Windy Saddle and some shopping, they head to the Coors Tour and then to Astor House. Casey's been to all of these places in Golden a million times. It's fun for folks who visit, but he is usually super bored. This is not the case at the Astor House because there is always something new to see and experience because of the changing exhibits and constant activity. Casey points out the importance of Ast
	•In the Professional/Hobbyist category, we have Paul - a self-described historian who loves local history. He discovered something new about Astor House that substantially adds to the interpretive elements on display. Paul confers with FAC staff about the inclusion of this story in the interpretive materials and assists with their creation. (Necessary Elements: easy access to staff, welcoming atmosphere, collaborative nature) 
	•Laura's typical day includes public meetings, listening to feedback, and creating effective policies to better the community. It's 3 pm, and she finds herself near Astor House. The backyard is a tranquil oasis in the middle of downtown where she can escape for a few minutes between meetings. As she relaxes on a bench under a shade tree, she examines a sculpture that reminds her of her childhood while listening to water's gentle dappling from the fountain. Some of the stresses from her day start to melt awa
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	First Floor and Yard 
	We intend for the First Floor and Yard to attract the widest variety and number of visitors. During operating hours, on the First Floor, visitors will encounter: 
	•Rotating art exhibitions on the interior of the exterior walls, that feature mostly local and regional artists and shows 
	•Interpretive elements that depict the history of Astor House throughout the interior and exterior 
	•A small retail section that features goods from local artists near the entrance 
	•A video wall that can be used for multiple uses, including video installations, announcements, and interpretation 
	•An augmented reality experience that visitors can use to explore the Astor House and nearby businesses and cultural sites 
	•At the heart of the first floor will be an interactive art-making studio with rotating projects designed to flex the creative muscles of visitors of all ages 
	•For the Yard, we envision being open to the public for most of our operating hours as a place of refuge in a sea of concrete and asphalt - a small stage at the north end provides a platform for programming and live events 
	•Best of all, general admission is free  
	 During non-public hours, we'll use the space for scheduled, public programming to include:  
	•Spoken word and poetry readings  
	•Lectures, community forums, and demonstrations 
	•Healing art experiences 
	•Community gatherings, special events, and activations during ARTSWEEK GOLDEN  
	•Our kitchen will serve as the backdrop for cooking classes as a spotlight on culinary arts, and caterers will enjoy using the kitchen for on-site events. 
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	Foothills Art Center will partner with Metcalf Archaeology and Factor Earth to create 
	augmented reality (AR) experiences for patrons to explore Astor House and Golden. Artists can 
	use AR to design immersive works of art while also expanding their audience over the free, 
	publicly accessible platform.
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	Second Floor  
	Recording Studio - In working with FAC's musical acts, we've discovered musicians' need to record their music. At the same time, COVID taught us in short order that we need a dedicated space to record artist's interviews, general programming, and class content - both live and pre-recorded. We envision a small recording studio to fulfill these needs and serve as the control room for the rest of the property to facilitate recording or live-streaming events in the Yard, cooking classes in the kitchen, or an ar
	Open Studio will reside in the remainder of the second floor and is an exceptional environment for artists from all walks of life. Their abilities range from amateur to professional, and everyone is welcome. They represent a wide variety of media: oil, acrylic, encaustic, mixed media, watercolor, pencil, pastel, photography, sculpture, and jewelry. If you're looking for motivation or need new ideas, you'll find it. Not only do they have supportive critiques, but it's also full of friendship, laughter, and a
	 Life as a working artist lacks fundamental elements, such as finding encouragement, motivation, support, critique, and mostly camaraderie and synergy. All of which are necessary for personal and professional growth. Open Studio is a shared workspace that enables artists to create across many artistic platforms and disciplines around other creatives offering these fundamental aspects needed as an artist. Anybody can easily access Open Studio membership. There is no artistic level of proficiency required.   
	The Second Floor serves as a dedicated programming space. However, we will design it so that the dividing walls will be glassed in. During public hours, visitors can venture upstairs to view artists and musicians in action.  
	Third Floor 
	It may be cost-prohibitive to allow the third floor to be ADA accessible for public use. Instead, we will utilize these spaces for FAC staff offices and/or storage for the facility.  
	Other Uses 
	At FAC, we occasionally rent our venue for private use during non-public hours to subsidize public programming efforts. Private rentals will assist in subsidizing free admission and programming for our community.  
	Fellow nonprofits that need meeting space will find a friend in Foothills Art Center. We happily partner with our nonprofit friends now, and that won't change in the future.
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	Public Benefit
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	First and foremost, community access and use are the bedrock of this proposal. Each element provides the opportunity not only for Colorado creatives to bring their talents to the community but for the community to envision themselves as collaborators and stewards of this historic building. These public benefits invite the community to support our local economy, honor our history, and create an environment of collaboration, education, and hospitality.  
	Our Communities Need Art 
	Putting art at the heart of a community enhances our lives by stirring hard-to-articulate feelings and inspiring us to look beyond what we believe to be possible and imagine a more vibrant, exciting future. It also reminds us that we're all creative beings. Whether we're making art or music, telling stories, or cathartically sharing in an experience, we're all connected.   
	Creative thinkers and makers provide their communities with joy, interaction, and inspiration. Still, they also give thoughtful critique to our political, economic, and social systems - pushing communities to engage thoughtfully and make steps toward social progress.  
	Foothills Art Center uses art as a conduit to encourage civil dialogue and debate about the world in which we live. In the past four years, we've created and facilitated community conversations around mental health and suicide awareness, housing inequality, the rise of artificial intelligence, and feminine stereotypes. Just last week, we hosted a community forum on binary decision making in the context of racism, wealth inequality, and gender norms.  
	Of course, we also display a healthy dose of art, of which its intrinsic qualities have no social meaning. Our success and broad appeal attract all types. We open the door wide and allow everyone to experience art in their way, on their terms. 
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	FAC’s annual  
	economic impact
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	$1.2M
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	Exhibits Annually
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	Record for exhibit opening night attendance
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	Community Partnerships in 2019-2020
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	Over 36
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	The Arts are an Economic Driver 
	The revitalization of the Astor House will inject additional economic activation into Golden as our offerings drive visitation. A recent Colorado Business Committee of the Arts report found that a cultural participant spends $22.50 on non-ticket items per arts experience on average. This means that Foothills Art Center's estimated local economic impact is over $1.2 million annually.  
	 As an organization, we are continually looking for new and innovative ways to partner with our business community members to build win-win partnerships. This symbiotic approach to building mutually beneficial opportunities supports the economy of Golden businesses and encourages each dollar spent to stay within the community longer. This proposal considers area businesses, intentionally acknowledging their needs and community value. No part of our business plan competes in any significant way with the down
	 We have always believed that when Golden wins, FAC wins. When our restaurants and shops are thriving, it benefits us all.  
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	Our record for a single event during ARTSWEEK GOLDEN that is not the actual festival.
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	Lease Terms
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	Foothills Art Center seeks to engage with the City of Golden to form a public/private partnership (PPP) regarding Astor House. Such a model between a private nonprofit and a municipality can take many forms, and regional models of PPP's are plentiful. However, at their heart, each entity relies on its partner's strengths to reach mutually beneficial goals.  
	The City of Golden and Foothills Art Center are no strangers to partnering with one another. We have a history of strong collaborations with Visit Golden, Downtown Development Authority, Public Art Commission, and our friends at the Golden History Museum. We are currently partnering with the Public Art Commission to begin work on an ambitious Arts Master Plan for the City of Golden to identify gaps and growth opportunities through public art and arts offerings in Golden. Furthermore, Foothills Art Center is
	The limited nature of this proposal prevents us from offering a detailed scenario for a PPP. However, working relationships are well established. A history of successful projects points to great potential for working together on favorable lease terms for both entities that ultimately benefit Golden's citizenry.  
	FAC does seek a long-term lease of at least 30 years. Excess revenues will be reinvested back into the nonprofit. FAC is amenable to negotiating a friendly lease agreement with consideration to our tremendous public benefit and positive economic impact. As a public nonprofit we voluntarily self audit with a third party annually. These records are publicly available. 
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	Budget & Funding Sources
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	Our greatest need at Foothills Art Center is for accessible space for our educational programming and classes. For Astor House, we are not creating a brand new entity. Instead, we are adapting our operations as an extension of Foothills Art Center that offers programs and opportunities that we cannot provide efficiently at our primary location - namely, accessible, widely available programming.  Below you will find a preliminary outline for a 5-year budget along with explanations. 
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	Budget Discussion 
	Gross Square Footage to Visitation Ratio & Attendance Projections 
	Museum visitation is typically a one-to-one ratio to the gross square footage of the building. However, due to the Astor House's prominent downtown Golden location and free general admission, annual visits may top 10,000. At 10,000 visitors, the first-year estimates are slightly under three times the remodeled facility's gross square footage. We anticipate that visitation may decrease by 30% in the second year, as the "new" factor wears off. However, as more people are aware of the Astor House offerings, vi
	Revenue Projections - Contributed Revenue 
	New cultural institutions typically experience a first-year revenue bump, then a small decline in year two, followed by a gradual build. Below you will find revenue projections for the first five years. Predictions for contributed revenues include $15,000 in grants and sponsorships in the first year, followed by a drop and a gradual increase to $15,000 annually. FAC currently receives annual SCFD funding, and we anticipate that an increase in a capacity directly related to the Astor House will create at lea
	Revenue Projections - Earned Revenue 
	Earned revenue consists of art and retail sales, special events, class tuition, and facility rentals. Foothills Art Center currently offers adult and youth education classes, and we expect additional revenue by extending class offerings at Astor House. The facility's prime location allows for rentals of both outdoor and indoor space for private events. We expect growth in tuition and rental revenue over five years as Astor House gains popularity.   
	Endowment Interest & Dividends 
	To ensure the long term care of Astor House, we will create a Maintenance Endowment as part of our Capital Campaign. Our goal is to seed the account with $500k. Dividends and interest revenues related to the endowment will earn around 4% annually. In the first two years, we will utilize 50% of the endowment revenue for operations and re-invest the remainder. In year three, we will retain 40%. Year four will see 30% towards operations, and in the fifth year, we will keep 15%. In the sixth year, we will cease
	 Expenses 
	FAC will operate the Astor House with a full-time site manager. Personnel costs also include after-hours rental event staffing. Education expenses include payments to teachers for instruction and related classroom supplies. General operating expenses are related to internet service, credit card fees, memberships, equipment repairs, and necessary cleaning and office supplies. Building specific costs include repairs and maintenance, insurance, and utilities.
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	Number of student deaths at Golden High School since our partnership that included a  900 ft long mural on Washington Avenue and multiple programs centered around mental health and suicide prevention. See the documentary at www.foothillsartcenter.org/mural
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	Total Capital Improvement Budget
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	$2M
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	Maintenance Endowment
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	$500K
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	Investment
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	$2.5M
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	$1M
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	Remaining Capital Campaign
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	Initial Build Out
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	Proposed Schedule
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	We will budget a total of $2.5M for the Astor House. Below is a breakdown of a preliminary budget and schedule.  
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	Figure
	Keys in hand.  Kickoff of public input process and the creation of a Heritage Management Plan to guide the construction process. 
	Figure
	Form Astor House Capital Campaign Committee to oversee fundraising efforts and Astor House Advisory Committee to oversee programmatic design.
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	Figure
	Public community forums begin for the purpose of evaluating and testing programmatic ideas. 
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	Figure
	Marketing for the  Astor House begins.
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	Content, layout, and work plan is finalized. 
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	Astor House is once again open to the public.
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	Engage with an architect experienced in Historic Preservation as well as a CM/GC (Construction Manager / General Contractor) and Owners Rep to ensure that the architect and contractor are working together from the start to improve design quality, control costs, and optimize the construction schedule, while remaining nimble in this uncertain time of a construction boom during a pandemic.
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	Yes, it was long, but we hope it held your attention and made the best case possible for why the Astor House would be in excellent hands under the leadership of Foothills Art Center. 
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	This is the end of the proposal, well, sort of 
	….the Appendix is next. 
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	Images Used 
	There are 57 images used in this proposal. Only five are stock photos and these are denoted with a border. Otherwise, all images are from FAC related events from 2017 to present. Page 8 is excluded from this count.
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	We Thought You Might Find this Interesting
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	Figure
	Partners  
	Over the past two years we’ve partners with over 36 community partners. We are proud of our collaborative nature and enjoy working with our friends to advance the arts in Golden and beyond. 
	Figure
	ARTSWEEK GOLDEN 
	On page 17 is an image from the 2019 Foothills Fine Arts Festival. This event is part of ARTSWEEK GOLDEN. In our first year we attracted around 1,900 people to this event. In 2019 we counted nearly 12,000. We projected 20,000 in 2020 but unfortunately had to cancel for COVID.  
	Abejas Restaurant, Cafe 13, and Colorado Plus 49 all broke one-day sales records for this event. We purposely did not employ the use of food trucks or food vendors and instead pointed people to our Downtown businesses and shops. 
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	Foothills Art Center Team
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	Hassan Najjar* 
	Executive Director
	Figure
	Cecile Forsberg* 
	Development Director
	Figure
	Maura McInerney* 
	Curator of Education
	Figure
	Eriq Hochuli 
	Curator
	Figure
	Sherry McEachran* 
	Finance Director
	Figure
	Anna Schoen 
	Marketing Manager
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	Jamie Sheridan 
	President
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	Rick Souders* 
	Vice President
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	Melanie Smith 
	Secretary
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	Bill Deeley 
	Treasurer
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	Bob Dolian 
	At-Large
	Figure
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	Vivienne Douglas 
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	Chris Herald 
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	Deborah Deal 
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	Board of Trustees
	Figure
	Full-Time Staff
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	Figure
	We want to extend a special "THANK YOU" to the Astor/FAC Proposal Committee for lending their time, talent, and expertise in the creation of this proposal.
	Figure
	Astor/FAC Proposal Committee
	Figure
	Nathan Boyless (Metcalf Archaeology), Cecile Forsberg (FAC), Deborah Greene (FAC Member and Supporter), Wes Hughes (GLDN), Sherry McEachran (FAC), Maura McInerney (FAC), Hassan Najjar (FAC), Nikki Nienhuis (Artist and Chair of Open Studio), Gabe Rovick (F4D Studios), Angela Schwab (Architect), Steve Silk (Happel Construction), and Rick Souders (FAC Board)
	Figure
	Hassan Najjar, Executive Director - hassan@foothillsartcenter.org 
	Hassan is a museum professional with 16 years of experience, he’s utilized mission-focused thinking and community input to create memorable museum experiences for learners of all ages.  As a lover of the arts, he strives to ensure that the arts are appreciated, valued, and used to help people think critically about the world they live in.  As an art administrator, he looks for ways to grow sustainably and responsibly while also serving the needs of the community.  Najjar holds a BA in History from Winthrop 
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	Figure
	Maura McInerney, Curator of Education - maura@foothillsartcenter.org  
	Maura leads and curates educational experiences for Foothills Art Center. She is responsible for hosting tours, adult classes, in-gallery educational experiences, outreach, and working with emerging artists in the youth programs. She holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Western State University of Colorado and a Master of Arts from F.I.T., a State University of New York.  She is a non-profit leader with nearly 10 years of experience and has presented her program models at regional and national conferences. 
	Figure
	Sherry McEachran, Finance Director - sherry@foothillsartcenter.org  
	Sherry is a financial and administrative professional with experience in small business ownership, large corporations, and local government. Sherry graduated from the University of Colorado at Denver with a Master of Arts Degree in Curriculum & Instruction and from Indiana University with a Bachelor of Science in Accounting. She is a longtime resident of the Golden Community Sherry served on the Board of Directors of the Jefferson Symphony Association and volunteered as an officer and project coordinator wi
	Figure
	Cecile Forsberg, Development Director - cecile@foothillsartcenter.org 
	Cecile is a graduate of Florida State and Drake Universities with degrees in Non-Profit Arts Administration and Music Performance/Business, for the last 11 years Cecile has used the arts to foster a sense of community, through creative programs that deepen relationships and address organizational needs. Outside of work Cecile can often be found exploring the outdoors, working on an art or craft project, and spending time with her partner Neal and their dog, Tellie.
	Figure
	Eriq Hochuli, Curator - eriq@foothillsartcenter.org  
	Eriq Hochuli, Curator - eriq@foothillsartcenter.org  

	Eriq earned his undergraduate degree from the University of Albany in New York. He continued his education in the capital region, completing a master’s program in visual arts education and working as a student-teacher in surrounding cities to complete his New York State certification.  
	Eriq has been the Curator at Foothills Art Center for four years bringing a remarkably diverse array of exhibitions and experiences for the community. 
	Figure
	Anna Schoen, Marketing Manager - anna@foothillsartcenter.org 
	Anna graduated from Lake Forest College in Illinois, with a degree in Art History and Communications.  Anna has six years of experience working in arts and non-profits, such as Judy Chicago’s Through the Flower and The Field Museum. Anna joined FAC as a social media and education intern and was quickly transitioned to be the marketing manager. She is the point of contact for all things marketing, social media, and graphic design.
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	FAC Staff Biographies
	Figure
	Main Building  
	•Refurbished staff kitchen and replaced kitchen faucets  
	•New floor outlets in main gallery  
	•Added ADA compliant double doors  
	•Reconfigured front desk to make ADA compliant 
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	Figure
	Unger House 
	•Removed non-historical addition of Unger House that was loaded with asbestos and lead 
	•New flooring throughout building  
	•Refinished all wood trim 
	•Newly painted interior walls 
	•Repaired ballisters on deck 
	•New back door  
	•Replaced rotted wood trim   
	•Replaced sewer line from house to street
	Figure
	Grounds 
	•Trimmed, thinned, and removed overgrown trees  
	•Replaced all non-conforming sidewalks and paths to make them ADA compliant 
	•New courtyard, stage, and landscaping  
	•New irrigation system in courtyard  
	•New grading in courtyard to fix drainage issue 
	•New concrete base and anchor system for St. Anthony sculpture  
	•New toilet seals, flanges, and hardware for all toilets 
	Figure
	Petersen Classroom  
	•New hardwood plank flooring  
	•Replaced attic ventilation system  
	•Removed and replaced all interior lighting fixtures and several outlets 
	Figure
	Campus-Wide 
	•Replaced internet wiring and installed new network components  
	•Replaced roofs on all buildings 
	•Replaced gutters on all buildings  
	•New exterior paint on all buildings 
	Figure
	FAC Building Improvements Since 2016



